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A "haunting and unsettling" psychological portrait for readers of true crime classics such as My
Dark Places, The Stranger Beside Me, and I’ll Be Gone In the Dark, one of Argentina’s most
innovative writers brings to life the story of a serial killer who, in 1982, murdered four taxi drivers
without any apparent motive (NPR, One of the Best Books of the Year).Over the course of one
ghastly week in September 1982, the bodies of four taxi drivers were found in Buenos Aires,
each murder carried out with the same cold precision. The assailant: a nineteen–year–old boy,
odd and taciturn, who gave the impression of being completely sane. But the crimes themselves
were not: four murders, as exact as they were senseless.More than thirty years later, Argentine
author Carlos Busqued began visiting Ricardo Melogno, the serial killer, in prison. Their
conversations return to the nebulous era of the crimes and a story full of missing pieces. The
result is a book at once hypnotic and unnerving, constructed from forensic documents,
newspaper clippings, and interviews with Melogno himself. Without imposing judgment,
Busqued allows for the killer to describe his way of retreating from the world and to explain his
crimes as best he can. In his own words, Melogno recalls a visit from Pope Francis, grim
depictions of daily life in prison, and childhood remembrances of an unloving mother who drove
her son to Brazil to study witchcraft. As these conversations progress, the focus slowly shifts
from the crimes themselves, to Melogno’s mistreatment and mis–diagnosis while in prison, to his
current fate: incarcerated in perpetuity despite having served his full sentence.Using these
personal interviews, alongside forensic documents and newspaper clippings, Busqued crafted
Magnetized, a captivating story about one man’s crimes, and a meditation on how one chooses
to inhabit the world, or to become absent from it.

An InsideHook Top 10 Book of the Year“Haunting and unsettling, Magnetized is a narrative that
reminds us how little we know about the inner workings of serial killers.” —NPR, One of the Best
Books of the Year“A chilling look inside a disordered mind.” —People “A chilling but fascinating
portrait, and a must-read for true crime fans.” —Buzzfeed“Unsettling, penetrating . . . This is a
book that will subtly haunt its readers.” —CrimeReads"In Magnetized, Argentine writer Carlos
Busqued tosses aside . . . conventions to write a vivid, consuming and unnerving account of the
case of Ricardo Luis Melogno, who murdered four taxi drivers in Buenos Aires in the space of a
week in 1982 . . . In Busqued’s writing and Samuel Rutter’s outstanding translation, Melogno
speaks with a clarity that makes it easy to forget he’s speaking about himself." ––Michael
Stein, B O D Y"Serial killers will never not be compelling, but we risk much when we seek in
them entertainment and diversion, without considering what the darkness means, or where it
comes from. In Magnetized, Carlos Busqued seeks after some of that meaning in his
conversations with Argentine serial killer Ricardo Melogno, who was convicted for the 1982



murders of four Buenos Aires taxi drivers, each one committed with cold precision. Busqued
bolsters his conversations with forensic reports and newspaper stories, revealing a life lost
before it has really begun, and the tragedy it visits upon the world." —Jonny Diamond, Literary
Hub"Busqued unnerves and entertains readers with this forensic tale synthesized from more
than 90 hours of dialogue with a serial killer. The author's interviews with Ricardo Melogno detail
not only his crimes, which took place during one week in 1982, but also his motivations-or lack
thereof-and the killer's fascinating, disturbing psyche . . . Artfully rendered . . . The narrative is
perfect for anyone fascinated by the criminal mind, the distinctions between mental illness and
possession, or the concept of predestined evil. A truly visceral read that will not let readers look
away." —Kirkus Reviews (starred review)"Magnetized is a piercing and merciless book: at its
center is the voice of Ricardo Melogno, a man imprisoned for murdering taxi drivers. But there is
more to his words than the horror of crime: traces of a prison system incapable of dealing with
mental illness, memories of a haunted childhood, and echoes of daily life in a sinister city. Carlos
Busqued listens and records Melogno's story with a sangfroid as hair-raising as his novel." —
Mariana Enriquez, author of Things We Lost in the FireAbout the AuthorCarlos Busqued is a
writer whose first novel, Under This Terrible Sun, was a finalist for the 2008 Herralde Prize and
was later adapted for film. Born in Presidencia Roque Sáenz Peña, Argentina, he currently
resides in Buenos Aires.David Bendena is an actor and a musician based in the Midwest. His
theatre experience over the past twenty years has taken him to stages throughout Chicago,
Kansas City, and Michigan. He is very proud to be a member of the Actors Equity Association
and to be a Resident Artist with the Purple Rose Theatre Company. --This text refers to the
audioCD edition.
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Praise for Magnetized“Haunting and unsettling, Magnetized is a narrative that reminds us how
little we know about the inner workings of serial killers.”—NPR, One of the Best Books of the
Year“A chilling look inside a disordered mind.”—People“One of the most unsettling, penetrating
books in quite some time . . . This is a book that will subtly haunt its readers.”—CrimeReads“A
thought-provoking and unique true crime book that’s a must-read for fans of the genre and
anyone with a passing interest in killers or the human mind.”—GABINO IGLESIAS, Southwest
Review“A chilling but fascinating portrait, and a must-read for true crime fans.”—
BuzzFeed“Magnetized is a piercing and merciless book: at its center is the voice of Ricardo
Melogno, a man imprisoned for murdering taxi drivers. But there is more to his words than the
horror of crime: traces of a prison system incapable of dealing with mental illness, memories of a
haunted childhood, and echoes of daily life in a sinister city. Carlos Busqued listens and records
Melogno’s story with a sangfroid as hair-raising as his novel.”—MARIANA ENRIQUEZ, author of
Things We Lost in the Fire“Magnetized will make shivers run down your spine. Not since Netflix’s
The Confession Tapes have we been able to jump right into the mind of a cold-blooded killer.”—
Popsugar“Busqued unnerves and entertains readers with this forensic tale synthesized from
more than 90 hours of dialogue with a serial killer. The author’s interviews with Ricardo Melogno
detail not only his crimes, which took place during one week in 1982, but also his motivations—
or lack thereof—and the killer’s fascinating, disturbing psyche . . . Artfully rendered . . . The
narrative is perfect for anyone fascinated by the criminal mind, the distinctions between mental
illness and possession, or the concept of predestined evil. A truly visceral read that will not let
readers look away.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred review)“By letting its subject, Ricardo Melogno,
speak for himself, Busqued’s Magnetized elevates above prurient spectacle to become
something much more: an uncommonly—and uncomfortably—clear depiction of a mind, its
complications, idiosyncrasies, and private corners. This is a haunting and momentous encounter
with another consciousness.”—GABE HABASH, author of Stephen Florida“An incredibly
surprising, fascinating and dark but also deeply honest and human look into the world and mind
of a man who has been in prison for over thirty years for a completely random murder spree he
committed in Buenos Aires in 1982.”—CHRIS RUSSELL, Literary Hub“Ricardo Melogno was a
shy nineteen-year-old kid who was prone to migraines and drifted around Buenos Aires like a
ghost. He was a nobody until over the course of one week in 1982, he shot four taxi drivers dead
from the back seats of their cars . . . Without morbidness, sensationalism, or prejudice, Busqued
seeks out the motive behind these killings but soon realizes the motive itself is a MacGuffin: the
wanderings of this long conversation between author and murderer are what ultimately
magnetize the reader. Sober in its narration and surgical in its execution, Magnetized is the most
beautifully human text I’ve read in recent years.”—MARÍA GAINZA, author of Optic Nerve“What
makes Busqued worth reading, and why we should be grateful that Catapult has decided to
translate and publish him, is that his murder-writing shifts noir into pleasantly unexpected



terrain . . . Previously invisible patterns form ominously—in conversations, in the cracks in prison
cell walls, between this particular murder case and a thousand other cases you’ve seen
fictionalized on trashy television—and just as unpredictably disappear . . . He’s one of the best
living Argentine writers translated into English today.”—SCOTT BEAUCHAMP, Splice
TodayInternational Praise for Magnetized“This book is neither crime fiction, nor dirty realism, nor
journalism, nor reportage, nor nonfiction. Busqued has just invented a disjointed genre, just as
raw as the harsh reality that inspires it, with which he revitalizes the expiring protocols of realism:
a literary composite or, to use a more formalist description, an ethical and metaphysical
montage.”—GRACIELA SPERANZA, Télam“Reading Magnetized recalls philosopher Simone
Weil’s quote about the dead: Their absence is their way of appearing. What Busqued has done
is to erase himself from his own text, to take a step back and leave himself in the mist so that his
conversation [with a killer] can occupy the whole book. And in doing that, he has created a new
way of writing.”—EUGENIA ALMEIDA, La Voz“In Magnetized, Carlos Busqued delves into the
mind of a killer in a book that is not a novel but that reads as such, leaving a strange taste in the
mouth . . . In this book, Busqued shows, once again, his ability to create a unique and disturbing
universe.”—JUAN CARLOS GALINDO, El PaísThe following text is the condensed result of over
ninety hours of dialogue with Ricardo Melogno, recorded between November 2014 and
December 2015. The conversations were much longer and more disparate, and the topics were
covered with less continuity and greater chaos than in the current text. My edits respect the
words of the interviewee while compressing, grouping, and organizing them chronologically and
thematically, with the goal of providing structure to his story. I believe I have respected the
concepts expounded by Ricardo, but I take full responsibility for any differences or mistakes
arising from the editing process.This text was authorized by the Juzgado de Ejecución Penal No.
1 in Morón, Buenos Aires Province.Buenos AiresSeptember 2016A current that circulates via a
conductor generates a magnetic field around the conductor. The intensity of the magnetic field is
proportional to the current circulating.Ampère’s Circuital LawContentsChapter 1Chapter
2Chapter 3Chapter 4Chapter 5Chapter 6Chapter 7Chapter 8Chapter 9Chapter 10Chapter
11Chapter 12Chapter 13Chapter 14Chapter 15Chapter 16Chapter 17Chapter 18Chapter
19Chapter 20Chapter 21Acknowledgments1I was told that someone saw you levitate.[Melogno
furrows his brow, then smiles with amusement.]Who?Someone who knew you from Unit 20 and
was convicted again. They brought him here, and when he saw you, he asked to be kept as far
away as possible. He said that you were evil, and that he had seen you levitate.Oh, I know who
that is, haha . . . Well, you see, that kid’s real impressionable. Among other major issues he
has.Here’s the thing with me. In prison, things pass from mouth to mouth and they start adding
up. Over the years it’s sort of snowballed. Even now, when they send in the search parties—
they’re not guards from here, but from the “regular” prison, and they come every two or three
months—they find the shrine in my cell with all the offerings and the candles, they say: “Old man,
what are you getting up to here? What’s all this strange stuff?” But these guys are more modern
nowadays, they ask more out of curiosity, not out of fear.[On his left arm he has a tattoo with



three symbols stacked above one another: at the top is a 666, in the middle an inverted crucifix,
and on the bottom a reversed swastika. The line of symbols is flanked by two snakes writhing
rampantly from left to right.]Why the reversed swastika?The regular swastika, the one used by
the Nazis, represents turning toward the sun, toward the light. So I got mine tattooed like this,
turning toward the darkness.Who gave you this tattoo?I did it myself, watching my arm in a
mirror.Why do you pray to the Devil?Because I feel him.Doesn’t the Devil inspire evil deeds?If
that’s what I thought, I’d be a Christian. Evil comes from within a person, not from religion. Just
because someone has a dark side . . . that doesn’t necessarily mean they’re evil in their life. The
idea that because I worship Satan, I must be a son of a bitch, is a Christian idea. It’s like saying
that the youth has turned to shit because they listen to rock and roll. Youth turns to shit for a
thousand other reasons, but not because of rock and roll.Youth Turned to ShitIn September
1982, a series of brief, strange, and almost restrained murders took place in the city of Buenos
Aires. Over the course of one week, in an area spanning no more than a few blocks in the
neighborhood of Mataderos, the lifeless bodies of four taxi drivers were found. Each corpse
appeared in the early hours of the morning, slumped forward in the front seat of a taxi, with a .22
caliber bullet hole in the right temple. The taxis were parked on dark corners, with their interior
lights and engines switched off and their headlights ablaze. There was no sign of robbery,
although registration documents for the vehicles and ID for the victims were missing. Except for
the last incident, the taxi meters all read zero.Only three of the four murders made the news. On
September 24, the La Razón, Crónica, La Prensa, and Clarín newspapers devoted only a few
lines to the discovery of the body of “A.R.” on the corner of Pola and Basualdo Streets. Four days
later, slightly more space was dedicated to the discovery of “C.C.” on the 1800 block of Oliden
Street. The individual in question was not yet dead, but he was dying. He had a hole in his skull
that was bleeding profusely, and in the end, he died on the way to the hospital. Following this
second incident, the 42nd Precinct organized a sweeping operation, swarming Mataderos with
their own officers as well as reinforcements from the Robbery and Assault, Crime Prevention,
and Investigations units. Despite all this activity, on September 28, the body of “J.G.” was found
on the corner of Basualdo and Tapalqué Streets, only four hundred meters from the other
bodies. Later, two more attempted holdups of taxis would take place in the same area, in which
the drivers received wounds from blunt objects but emerged relatively unscathed. One of the
drivers gave a description of his attacker, which was drawn up into an Identikit and disseminated
through the newspapers and television.Police were unable to shed light on the crimes. The only
facts ascertained by the agents were that all of the crimes were the work of a single individual
and that the perpetrator had not moved from the rear seat of the taxi during the attacks.The gaps
in the investigation were filled in by the Buenos Aires media with hypotheses of varying degrees
of craziness.“We cannot rule out the possibility that this psychopath is a woman in disguise, with
very short hair.”“The murderer might be a student attending night school who is mentally
unstable and attacks taxi drivers after class.”“This maniac called the 42nd Precinct and vowed to
attack again, saying that nobody could stop him.”“The murderer is a psychopath with a complex



personality; it is thought that he kills only on the corners of streets whose names have an even
number of letters in them.”Taxi drivers began attacking passengers they thought resembled the
Identikit. In several sweeps, the police detained over twenty “persons of interest,” none of whom
turned out to have anything to do with the crimes.On the morning of October 15, 1982, a man
presented himself at the Palace of Tribunals in the Federal Capital and asked to speak with the
judge presiding over the case. He said he was coming to “clear his name.” The taxi murderer
was his brother, who at that very moment was with their father, having breakfast in an apartment
in Caballito. He offered to take the police there. He assured the judge that his brother was
unarmed and that they would be able to arrest him without incident.The mysterious murderer
turned out to be twenty years old, and he looked completely different from the Identikit. His name
was Ricardo Luis Melogno.During the judicial interrogation, the young man admitted to the three
murders, but denied having committed the last two attacks without fatalities. The surviving taxi
drivers did not identify him as the culprit.He confessed to another murder in Lomas del Mirador,
close to Mataderos but on the other side of General Paz Avenue, outside the city limits of
Buenos Aires. When the police from the Province of Buenos Aires were consulted, they
confirmed that a taxi driver, with a surname of T——, had recently been found murdered in
identical conditions to the previous three. In fact, the three Mataderos killings weren’t previous
but subsequent murders. Chronologically, the fourth crime was actually the first.A Problem
InsideApparently, the suspect’s father was the first to find evidence, when he discovered the
victims’ identity documents, which his son guarded jealously. While many minor details remain
unknown, it’s clear that the anguished father asked for advice from his other son, and together
they arrived at the conclusion that they should deliver Ricardo Luis to justice.In the paternal
home, a .22 caliber pistol was found, presumably used in the commission of the crimes.Ricardo
Luis Melogno was interrogated for six hours, during which time he readily confessed to the
crimes and was examined by forensic doctors. Throughout the investigation he was observed to
be calm, without ever showing signs of nerves. When he was asked why he committed the
crimes, he refused to answer.Neighbors in the area agreed upon a description of the young man
as timid and withdrawn, clearly concealing a horrifying tangle of feelings and impulses beneath a
calm exterior. They also said that Ricardo sometimes left the house in his military service
uniform. By that time he had been discharged from the military, after extra time was added to his
service as punishment for having lost or stolen weapons of war on the grounds of the Villa
Martelli Army Barracks, located on Avenida General Paz, between Tejar and Constituyentes
Streets.His father was well regarded in the neighborhood, and concerning his mother, it was
said that she lived at a different residence, apparently in a shantytown.One neighbor, who did
not wish to give his name, said that on occasion he had come across Ricardo acting strangely,
doing things like standing still in one place, lost in his thoughts, his eyes fixed to the
ground.Clarín, October 17, 1982According to statements gathered, he is a strange young man,
with obvious psychological problems. He was described as very shy and withdrawn, with few
links to his neighbors, whom he mostly ignored, along with other young people of his own age.



“He’s very taciturn, not the type to strike up conversation.” For the last few months he had been
living in a room at the back of his father’s house, detached from the main building.
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Drwo, “Stellar Reporting. This book is part true crime reporting but leaves the reader, like the
author and numerous mental health professionals, wondering why Ricardo Melogno committed
four murders without any real motive. He hailed a taxi, gave the driver an address and at the
destination, when the driver turned to him in the back seat to relay the fare, he shot the driver in
the head, then calmly shut off the car and sat in the front seat with the dead driver for up to 1/2
an hour, then took the identification from the taxi and whatever money was available and went to
eat in a restaurant. Is he faking or is he an enigma, unique in the research of serial killers. The
FBI Behavioral Science Unit uses a term when addressing the question of murderers: future
dangerousness. These killings have none of the usual benchmarks of sexual context mixed with
violence - fantasies which are acted out in heinous acts where the eventual murderer first
begins with lesser crimes or violence, perhaps torture and murder of small animals. In this
case, almost no previous behavior could be linked to a string of senseless murders. There is no
sexual component and the killer knew none of the drivers. They were random. Although the
perpetrator was identified almost immediately, was arrested and has been incarcerated for over
30 years, he has not been released mainly because the issue of "future dangerousness," cannot
be determined. One mental health professional's hypothesis is that the killer, as a young man,
was on the autism spectrum and began living his life mostly in fantasy and that his fantasy world
collided with reality with terrible consequences. In other words, although the answers are
evident as to Who and When the crime was committed, there remains no answer as to why. Is it
possible that due to a combination of being on the autism spectrum, a bizarre childhood and a
lack of empathy and understanding by parents and teachers, the killer may have subconsciously
known he needed help and thought the only way to be sure to get it was to kill until he received
attention?  A mystery.”

William Merrill, “I admire the writer and the translator of this book. Part of my appreciation for this
book came after reading about how it came about. Magnetized is a novel that’s apparently much
closer to nonfiction than fiction. It’s based on interviews the author had with a killer and others
such as his family members and psychiatrist. It’s less about the 1982 killings (which were unique
in several ways) and more on how the killer sees his own motivations and his life. The book
doesn’t glamorize or glorify the killer; it’s pretty straightforward and objective.”

Paul Cassel, “Better Than Mailer or Capote. Magnetized works well on every level. As a profile of
a serial killer, by the time I’d reached the end of the book, I knew every bit as much as I cared to
about the subject Melogno because the author/interviewer had the skill and thoughtfulness to
ask just the right question and then step out of the way when the killer answered. In addition, I
greatly appreciated the structure the author developed to present his work.The author has
invented a variant on the prison interview method following in the footsteps of Mailer’s



Executioner’s Song and in a slight way Capote’s In Cold Blood. However, while Capote’s book
relied heavily on the narrative of the act, its precursor and outcome, Busqued’s terser work
focuses on the killer with the acts almost entirely in the background. The author also manages to
remain neutral instead of growing fond of his subject as Mailer did. Throughout, the question
exists as to why a dweeby loser killed, in short order, four men who were both strangers to him
and did him no harm either directly or indirectly.The question covers the usual ground. Was it
Melogno’s childhood? Due to the fraud Freud, nothing we do is our responsibility because we’re
modeled and forced into it by childhood experience. Thus we’re not ever responsible. In this
case, the killer’s mom was a whack job for sure (if we can believe his narrative) but nothing that
far out. His dad was mostly absent during his formative years but played a major role in his life
during the short while he went serial killer. Yet despite the various head shrinker explanations for
his killing spree, whom themselves appear as clueless sadists, the killer never resorts any
excuse for his actions.A persistent subtheme of the book is the laughable attempts of the
psychological experts to explain away the subject’s behavior. By laughable, I’m serious. These
quacks, and by gosh, that includes everyone except to a minor degree the final one, are as
skillful in their diagnoses and treatment as a chimp throwing darts at a wall. The book’s worth a
read even if for nothing else but debunking this quackery that has, along with so many other
pretender practices taken hold in our society.In the end, Magnetized presents a better profile of
an otherwise inexplicable killer than either In Cold Blood or Executioner’s Song while doing so in
a surprisingly terse manner given the information conveyed. Busqued’s developed a new non-
journalistic manner of presenting difficult subject matter that, in the end, gave me enormous
satisfaction because it became clear to me by the last pages, just why Melogno did what he did.
The book doesn’t dwell on the sensational but manages, in an astonishingly short time, to
present an enormous amount of information distilled from the data presented through the eyes
of the source.I sat down after lunch to read an hour’s worth. I ended up reading the entire book in
a single session it being one of the most rewarding reads I can remember. Highly recommended.”

linda galella, “Unusual formatting and devoid of emotions. “Magnetized”, by Carlos Busqued, is
one of the most unique books I’ve read in a long time. It’s true crime but not a story told in
chronological order for the reader to have an over view of.The majority of the book contains
Busqued’s interview notes from his many sessions with Ricardo Melogno, a young Argentinian
man who killed 4 taxi drivers for no ascertained reason, without emotion and never expressing
remorse. According to the author, he selected and trimmed down his notes from an huge
amount of repetitious material, careful to accurately represent the truth. These interview notes
are augmented with newspaper, medical and police data.Melogno has been incarcerated for
35+ years, most of it in a psychological/criminal facility that’s hardly fit for human life. Some
readers might find themselves feeling compassion for him; others might be so struck by his lack
of emotion and the sheer randomness of his acts that they think anything other than his own
death was too good a consequence. Wherever you find yourself on the scale, this is a book that



will get your attention.All things considered, a short and effecting read”

The book by Carlos Busqued has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 57 people have provided feedback.
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